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WILDLIFE
BLUE HEAVEN
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Photo: Iain H Leach, Butterfly Conservation.
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SCOTLAND’S smallest butterfly
has experienced a boost in
numbers for the first time in a
decade, according to wildlife
charity Butterfly Conservation
(BC).
The Small Blue has declined
across Scotland by more than
50% over the last ten years,
but last year BC recorded a
10% increase in the butterfly’s
numbers compared to 2017.
Earlier this summer nature
enthusiasts across Scotland
were being asked to look for
the butterfly so experts can
monitor its progress and ensure
conservation work is targeting
the right areas.
BC Scotland and the Tayside
Biodiversity Partnership held
Small Blue Butterfly Week in
June when people were invited
to go on guided walks to find
the butterfly, or take part in
habitat creation work.
The butterfly can be seen
flying from May until late
June and is found across a
number of habitats, including
sand dunes, rocky coastal
grasslands, brownfield sites and
occasionally on river shingle.
The Small Blue’s upper wings
are dark grey with a very light
dusting of blue scales and the
butterfly is much darker in
appearance than Scotland’s
most widespread blue
butterfly, the Common Blue.
Director of BC Scotland, Paul
Kirkland, said: “We’re thrilled
that the Small Blue experienced
a 10% increase last year and
we’ve already had sightings this
year at a reintroduction site in
Ayrshire, but this butterfly is
still rare in Scotland and urgent
conservation work is needed to
protect its remaining colonies
and encourage the butterfly
to spread back into its former
territory.
Tayside Biodiversity Officer,
Catherine Lloyd, who helps to
co-ordinate conservation efforts
for the butterfly in Angus, said:
“The focus of our work has
been to increase habitat for
this butterfly by growing and
planting Kidney Vetch – the
sole food plant for the Small
Blue caterpillar.”
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2 CELEBRATING
CORNCRAKES

3 SCOUTING FOR
EAGLES

4 NEW TOOL TO
SAVE BEES

PUPILS from the north of Skye
joined RSPB Scotland to celebrate
corncrakes and crofting at the
first ever Isle of Skye Corncrake
Festival 2019.
Focusing on both wildlife and
crofting, pupils took part in
games and activities designed
to teach them more about these
rare and threatened birds.
The corncrake, a pigeon sized
bird which nests in hay and silage
meadows, was once common
over the whole of mainland
Britain. By the 1990’s it had
retreated to the far north and
west of Scotland but even here
numbers had dropped to critical
levels. Thanks to agricultural
subsidies supporting the wildlifefriendly crofting and farming
practices of the west coast
islands, the corncrake’s fortunes
have changed.
Shelagh Parlane, RSPB
Corncrake Project Officer for
Skye, said: “Although we now
have good numbers on Coll and
Tiree, we have very few calling
males here on Skye.
“The unique call of the
corncrake is a sound of summer.”

THE first ever Scouts Golden
Eagle Champions initiative to
safeguard the future of Golden
Eagles in the UK has been hailed
a success by project founders and
the volunteers and Cub Scouts
from the Scottish Borders who
piloted the initiative.
The Scottish Borders
Innerleithen Scout Group became
the UK’s first ever Golden Eagle
Champions, learning from
experts and meeting one of the
iconic birds for themselves.
Henry Happer (10) from the
Borders’ Scouts group also
designed a special badge for
group members.
Speaking as the first Cub
Scouts were presented with
their badges in the grounds of
Traquair House in Innerleithen,
following a day of tree climbing
and eyrie building, Philip Munro,
Community Outreach Officer
for the South of Scotland
Golden Eagle Project said:“It
was fantastic to work on the
UK’s first ever Golden Eagle
Champions initiative with the
Scottish Borders Innerleithen
Scouts Group.”

A free online gardening
resource to get people growing
more flowers for bumblebees
and other pollinating insects
has been launched by the
Bumblebee Conservation Trust,
with support from the National
Lottery Heritage Fund.
The conservation charity’s
upgraded, interactive ‘Bee kind’
web tool helps people across
the UK choose the best plants
for pollinators in their gardens,
window boxes or community
spaces.
Users can find out and
score how bee-friendly their
patch already is, and how to
improve it for pollinators, with
advice based on conditions in
their own gardens. They can
also discover how to ensure
bumblebees have a lifeline of
food even in months when
nectar-rich plants are in short
supply.
Gill Perkins, Bumblebee
Conservation Trust CEO, said:
“Bee kind provides people with
vital information to make beefriendly choices in their gardens
and green spaces.” SG
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PEONIES are in flower now, so take time to appreciate
this most luscious of flowers and choose varieties for
your own garden. There are three kinds of peony;
herbaceous, tree and intersectional hybrids, which are
a cross between the first two. Despite their name, tree
peonies are in fact deciduous shrubs, but whatever kind
of peony you choose the growing advice is the same plant your peonies in a sunny, free draining position
and don’t allow them to grow short of water.
Herbaceous peonies and intersectional hybrids (Itoh)
should be planted with the top of their crown almost at
soil level, but tree peonies should be planted deeper.
Peonies of all kinds are very hardy and long-lived
and despite advice to the contrary, they are easy to
move so long as the basic planting rules are observed.

TOP TIP

Take cuttings from winter flowering
honeysuckle, removing all but the top leaves,
and placing lengths of new growth in water until
roots start to show. Once this happens, plant
up the cuttings in potting compost and keep
in a sheltered spot, out of direct sunlight. Repot
regularly as the plants grow before moving them
to their final position in the garden. After flowering,
the honeysuckle should be cut back to keep
it in trim and to encourage
fresh shoots to grow.

What to
do now
If violas are looking untidy, cut
them back hard, apply a foliar
feed, and they will produce lots
of new flowers.
Scarlet lily beetle is on the
march. Pick the adults off the
leaves of lilies and from fritillaries,
which the beetles also damage,
and check the undersides of
foliage for eggs and larvae.
Cover carrots with
fleece or erect 60cm
(2ft) polythene barriers
around the edges of
beds where carrots are
growing to protect plants
from carrot fly.
Set out hanging baskets and
tender bedding plants but cover
with fleece on cold nights.

Potatoes growing in sacks
should be watered frequently to
prevent them from drying
out. Add extra compost
to keep the stalks
earthed-up.
Pinch out the tips
of fuchsias to create
bushier plants. Once new
shoots grow pinch
these too for maximum
flowers.
Prune camellias
lightly if they need
reshaping and remove
faded flowers from
rhododendrons.
Heucheras that are failing
should be dug up and divided.
Do this every three years.

Hoe regularly between
flowers, shrubs and vegetables
to remove annual weeds
while they are still small.
Line terracotta
pots with polythene
before filling with
compost to reduce
evaporation and cut
down on watering.
Sow basil under cover, using
deep pots. Open vents to
reduce humidity and prevent
seedlings from damping
off.
To prevent sedum
plants from flopping
over when they
flower, remove half
the shoots now.

Harden off sweet peas then
plant outdoors where they are
to flower, supporting them with
canes.
Once primroses and primulas
have finished flowering dig them
up, separate into small segments
and replant in pots or in a seed
bed. Grow on until they are large
enough to replant in the garden.
Thin out seedlings of hardy
annuals, lettuce and radish to
prevent plants from becoming
overcrowded.
Remove the spent
flowerheads from
tulips, give plants a
foliar feed and allow
the foliage to die down
naturally.
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The August issue of Scottish
Gardener magazine will
bring readers the best of
summer. We will be shining
a spotlight on Greywalls,
an important arts and crafts
garden in East Lothian and
we will be talking to Neil
Ferguson about what made
him give up a high-flying
career in science to grow
chillis on a polytunnel in
Dumfriesshire and launch
his own range of hot sauces
under the name of Professor
Pods.
We visit the Edinburgh
garden that is a memorial
to James Hutton, the
Godfather of geology and
we will be talking plants
with renowned grower
Gavin McNaughton.
Fresh from the oven come
the favourite cake recipes
from Scotland’s garden
centre cafes and we will
also be launching our new
Scottish Gardener website,
which will be packed with
features and gardening
advice.

From our popular
gardeners’ crossword to
Alison Swanson’s allotment
update, all the favourite
features will be back in
print, ready for readers
across Scotland to enjoy
during the long, hot
(hopefully) days of August.
Scottish Gardener
magazine is distributed
through The Herald and
through our extensive
network of local
newspapers, with the added
bonus of an e-edition
too, and participating in
it will allow you to reach
not just regular gardening
audiences but also some
of those many people who
have discovered gardening
since the Covid crisis began.
So while this year’s
outlook is still uncertain,
Scottish Gardener magazine
is here to provide you with
support. Together we can all
flourish.
Agnes Stevenson, Editor
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The Scottish Gardener community continues
to grow – via targeted print distribution,
social networks, our website and events

Reach

200,000+
Scottish Gardener combined audience reach

40,000+
Scottish Gardener print circulation

32,500+ 384 1594
Scottish Gardener digital edition circulation

Twitter followers

Facebook followers
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TESTIM ONIAL
Scottish Gardener continues to be Scotland’s only dedicated
gardening magazine and it has gained the loyalty not just of
its readers, but also advertisers.
Dougal Philip, Managing Director, New Hopetoun
Gardens, who has advertised in Scottish Gardener since the
very first issue, says: “It is focused on our core target market
of folk interested in gardening and we are very happy with
the editorial content, which is both interesting and, even
more importantly, accurate and reliable. We find that it is
fairly unusual to get editorial and advertising connectivity; the
Scottish Gardener manages to do this very well.
We include a voucher or ‘free tea or coffee for two
garden lovers’ in each edition and the take up of this offer is
exceptionally good. We find that advertising in the Scottish
Gardener is excellent value for money and with the Scottish
Gardener continues to thrive for many years.”

PRINT

ADVERTISING

FULL COLOUR DISPLAY POSITION
Eighth Page
Quarter Page
Half Page
Full Page
Double Page Spread

£300
£550
£1000
£1895
£3500

Carol-Anne Forbes
Senior Media Sales Executive
0141 302 6418
carol-anne.forbes@scottishgardener.co.uk

COVERS - FULL COLOUR
Back Cover
Inside Back Cover
Inside Front Cover

£2400
£2,000
£2,200

Nicola Riley
Senior Sales Executive
07703 454 813
nicola.riley@scottishgardener.co.uk

SPONSORSHIP Price on application
INSERTS Price on application
These are accepted for loose insertion.
Size must not exceed 260mm(h) x 180mm(w)
VOLUME DISCOUNT
2 Bookings
5% discount on above
3 Bookings
10% discount on above
4 Bookings
15% discount on above
Agency commission - 10%

COPY REQUIREMENT

Complete Artwork: We prefer to accept advertising in the following
formats: Press Optimised PDF; Illustrator EPS; Photoshop EPS, JPEG or
TIFF at 300dpi. (Fonts should be embedded/outlined to paths and
all pictures should be CMYK).
In-house Design: Advertisements can also be made up in-house
by our production staff. Text and images should ideally be emailed.
Digital images may be supplied on CDs or via link to download and
must be large enough to be printed at 300 dpi at the target size.
JPEG compression, if used, must be kept at a high level to ensure
colour is not lost. Low resolution images cannot be accepted.
If you have any query regarding these specifications please call our
production department on 0141 302 7765.
NB. Finished page size is 297mm (H) x 210mm (W) with a 3mm
bleed all round. Please see next page for full ad size specification.

* Please ensure you are given a booking reference by
your account exec.

NBB. It should be noted that the Magazine Division of Newsquest
(Herald & Times) Ltd will NOT, under any circumstances, accept copies
of fonts. Fonts are licensed to the purchaser and may only be copied
for the purposes of backing up. It is illegal to copy fonts in any form.
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DIGITAL

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
Trim
Trim: 297mm(h) x 420mm(w)
Type
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 426mm(w)
Bleed
Type: 280mm(h) x 402mm(w)
Gutter 18mm (9mm on each page)

HALF PAGE VERT BLEED
Trim: 297mm(h) x 103mm(w)
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 106mm(w)
Type: 280mm(h) x 94mm(w)

FULL PAGE BLEED
Trim: 297mm(h) x 210mm(w)
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 216mm(w)
Type: 280mm(h) x 192mm(w)

HALF PAGE VERT
Type: 280mm(h) x 94mm(w)

QUARTER PAGE
Type: 135mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE HORIZ BLEED
Trim: 146mm(h) x 210mm(w)
Bleed: 151mm(h) x 216mm(w)
Type: 135mm(h) x 192mm(w)

EIGHTH PAGE
Type: 65mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE HORIZ
Type: 135mm(h) x 192mm(w)

SIXTEETH PAGE
Type: 65mm(h) x 45mm(w)

NB. The trim area defines the size the page will be cut to. You should avoid the use of text up to the edge of
the page, ideally keeping any important text within the ‘type’ area defined above. Where you require adverts to
bleed off the page, a bleed area of 3mm all round should be added to the trim specs, as detailed above.
PLEASE NOTE: Copy with bleed must be supplied with BLEED MARKS NOT CROP MARKS
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Banner
900 pixels (w) x 100 pixels (h)

1

Digital

Leaderboard
900 pixels (w) x 100 pixels (h)

1 WEBSITE
LANDING PAGE

Leaderboard - positioned
at top of website landing
page.

DIGITAL

Banner - positioned at
bottom of landing page.
£295 per issue
Specification: JPG only
900 pixels wide x
100 pixels deep
2 DIGITAL EDITION
EMAIL NOTIFICATION

Digital edition gets sent
out to all 11,000 Scottish
Gardener digital edition
subscribers.

Banner advertising is
available, positioned at
the top of the notification
email.
£350 per issue
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